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1. Introduction 

Shallots have been a popular food for many centuries. 

Today, they are valued for their flavor, aroma and taste, being 

prepared domestically or forming raw materials for a variety of 

food processors. They are probably the most universally used 

vegetables in most countries. Shallots skin peeling is an 

essential step in producing many of the shallot products [1-3]. 

Technically, shallot’s skin remover can be categorized as 

a food processing machine. The design of shallot’s skin 

remover is to simplify the way to peel off the shallot’s skin. The 

core business of the Resistance Capture is about to fabricate the 

machine that will contribute the easy way in food industry that 

require a large amount of shallot’s skin to be peeled off as the 

essential routine. The production of the shallot is present in 

considerable within the short period of time by using the 

Shallot’s Skin Remover. Basically the current status of the 

Resistance Capture are focuses in fried shallot and spice 

industry that required substantial of shallot production [4-5]. 

Thus, the fabrication of the shallot’s skin peeler machine in 

order to produce a bunch amount of shallot is presented. 

The inventions of onion peeler are widely used in industry. 

However, for shallot’s skin remover is infrequently introduced 

due to the size specification of shallots is small compare to the 

onion. As to fulfill the requirement, Resistance Capture takes 

an initiative to invent the new feature design of the shallot’s 

skin remover into industry of food processing. The idea of 

shallot’s skin remover is close towards the onion’s skin peeler 

machine with the combination of the fowl depilatory machine 

concept [5-6]. 

 

1.1 Existing Product Identification 

Benchmarking is the process of designing new products or 

upgrades to current ones. This process can sometimes involve 

reverse engineering which is taking apart competitors’ products 
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to find strengths and weaknesses and also one of continuous 

process to find and implement best practices that will lead to 

superior performance. As the definition implies, benchmarking 

is a process that will improve quality and productivity[6-8]. 

Table 1 shows the benchmarking between the commercial 

products. 

Table 1 – Benchmarking between products 

 

 
 

1.2 Problem of Existing Product 

Table 2 shows the problem that occurs from the existing 

products that has been in market. 

Table 2 – Problem of Existing Products 

 

 
2. Proposed Design of Shallots Skin Peeler Machine 

2.1 Conceptual Design 

2.2.1 Component decomposition and function analysis 

By referring the hierarchical structure of parts and 

subassemblies as shown in Figure 1 and 2, we can clearly see 

that shallot peeler machine is formed with the combination of 

four main components which are switch, body part, rotating 

part and tank. The main component which is switch will give 

the function to start and stop the operation of the machine. The 

body part gives two sub element which are frame that include 

housing, wheel and handle with processing part which include 

rubber finger, rubber mat, disc, and shallot container for the 

final product. The operation of this machine is depending on 

the rotating part that connected on motor and belting. 

Component that include in tank are its lock and hinge. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1 – Component Decomposition of Shallots Skin Peeler 

Machine 
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Fig. 2 – Function Analysis of Shallots Skin Peeler Machine 
 

2.2.2 Concept Selection 

The Table 3 shows that the final concept selection for our 

product. We choose combination 3 of the alternative from 

morphological chart. 

Table 3 – Concept selection 

Features Specification 

Power supply Electricity 

Switch type Push button 

Housing material Stainless steel 

Vibration reducer Rubber 

Joining method Rivet  

Motor type Direct current 

Noise reducer Silencer 

Alarm system Sound and lamp 

Speed control Knob control 

Wheel material Rubber 

Container shape Rectangular 

 

2.2.3 Concept Sketching 

The sketching that was created from designer represents 

using effective visual method. The sketching roughly made and 

without details. It consists a few combinations from the concept 

selection. Designers find that using products sketching is an 

efficient way to speed up the process of developing ideas in the 

real life. Figure 3 shows the product sketching of Shallot’s skin 

peeler machine that has been selected by using weighted rating 

method. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3 – Sketching of the Shallots Skin Peeler Machine 
 

 

2.2 Embodiment Design 

2.2.1 Product Architecture 

Product architecture is the scheme by which the 

functional elements of the product are arranged into physical 

chunks and by which the chunks interact. This definition links 

architecture to system-level design and the principles of system 

engineering. Architecture also has profound implications for 

how the product is designed, made, sold, used and repaired. 

Architecture makes its influence felt during assembly. Most 

researches in this field are focused on the modification of 

product architecture; meaning that the design process of our 

shallot’s skin peeler is carried out based on the predefined as 

shown in Figure 4. 
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Fig. 4 – Schematic diagram of Shallots Skin Peeler 

Machine 

 

2.2.2 Product Configuration 

The set of predefined components that acting as interface 

(connected) in given predefined way, and the assembly of 

selection component known as configuration design. 

Technically, configuration design indicates the establish shape 

and general dimension of the components. The component used 

in generic sense involve special purpose which is designed and 

manufactured for a specific purpose due to specific product 

line. Next, standard part which is manufactured routinely 

without depending on the particular product. Furthermore, the 

generic sense of standard assembly that is an assembly or 

subassembly that required generic function and manufactured 

routinely. Normally, a part is can be categorize due to its 

geometric features such as holes, slots, walls, ribs, projections, 

fillets and chamfer. The feature arrangement includes both 

location and orientation of geometric features. 

Standard component literally is an individual part, 

fabricate in thousands or millions with the equivalent 

specification such as size, weight, material selection and others. 

According to Table 4 indicate the standard component for 

shallot skin’s peeler that has been clarified. Standard module is 

standardizing, frequently interchangeable system component or 

construction designed for simple assembly or flexible used. 

Based on Table 4 indicates the standard module used in shallot 

skin’s peeler. Special purpose component that is limited in 

operation to the acquisition of specific function. Normally, 

special purpose components are subsidiary components. 

Regarding to Table 4 showed the special purpose component of 

shallot skin’s peeler. 

Table 4 – List of standard and special parts 

Standard Components Quantity 

Electric motor 1 

Standard Modules Quantity 

Chassis 1 

Drum 1 

Disc 1 

Wheel 4 

Special purpose part Quantity 

Shaft 1 

 

 

2.3 Detail Design 

2.2.1 Detail Drawing 

Detail drawing is a drawing of a part giving a complete 

and exact description of its form, dimensions, and construction. 

In our project we are more concern in the detail drawing of part 

that we fabricated by ourselves. In our product, has been 

divided into several parts, of which the mainly part is the 

casing, drum, tires, motor, container, and others. Casing, plate 

and tires are the main support of this product. Overall, the 

shallot skin peeler has around 13 pieces of parts as shown in 

Figure 5. The detail drawing of parts as illustrated from next 

pages. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5 – Exploded view of Shallots Skin Peeler Machine 

 

Assembly drawing was a detail drawing that show how 

all of the parts interact of mate to each other to form a useful 

machine. It will allow us to identify the exact connection 

between each part. A complete assembly drawing is 

presentation of the product or structure put together, showing 

all parts in their operational positions. An assembly drawing is 

needed for all products or inventions that have more than one 

part. These drawings list all parts and sub-assemblies that make 

the final product. An assembly working drawing includes all 

the necessary information for structure on one drawing. This 

requires providing adequate orthographic views together with 

dimensions. Figure 6 shows the Shallots Skin Peeler had been 

assembled from 13 parts component by using SolidWorks 

software. 
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Fig. 6 – Assembling of Shallots Skin Peeler Machine 

 

2.2.2 Final Product Design Specification 

Based on design briefing, the analysis of the participatory 

design project, customer requirement and benchmark of 

product, we drawn our final product design. This purpose is to 

design new shallots skin peeler with the addition of component 

that can easily take out the finishing shallot without skin. It has 

added another ergonomics element in the machine. These 

machines are usually we seen in market but some of them are 

not in customer and user requirement.  

 

Customer requirements: 

 Low Power Consumption 

 Low Maintenance Cost 

 Environmental Friendly 

 Low Noise 

 Small Vibration 

 Good Performance 

 Machine Stability 

 Safety 

 Reduce Man Power 

 Save Time Work 

 Easy to Used 

 

 

Design requirements: 

 Physical and Operational Characteristics 

 Performance requirements: The power of the motor 

can be controlled. 

 Safety: This machine is providing a body that covers 

all the operation part and dangerous part. 

 Accuracy and Reliability: The product produces a 

high quality and reliable operation. 

 Life in Service: The product should withstand normal 

daily use for many years. 

 Ergonomics: The machine is easy to use, save time 

work, and reduce man power to operate by using 

switch to on the machine. 

 

3. Prototype Development 

Prototyping is the process of building a model of a system. 

In terms of an information system, prototypes are employed to 

help us build an information system that intuitive and easy to 

manipulate for end users. Prototyping is an iterative process 

that is part of the analysis phase of the systems development 

life cycle. During the requirements determination portion of the 

systems analysis phase, system analysis gather information 

about the organization’s current procedures and business 

processes related the proposed information system. 

In addition, we had studied the current information 

system, and conduct customer survey by collecting useful 

documentation. This helps the analysis develop an initial set of 

system requirements. Prototyping can augment this process 

because it converts these basic, yet sometimes intangible, 

specifications into a tangible but limited working model of the 

desired information system. The user feedback gained from 

developing a physical system that the users can touch and see 

facilitates an evaluation response that the analyst can employ to 

modify existing requirements as well as developing new ones.  

 

3.1 Process Involved 

In relation to validate the problem formulation of our 

project and to show the appearance and exterior of our finished 

product, a reduced-scale model of the proposed product was 

fabricated. 

 

 

3.2.1 Material used 
The body of the prototype of small capacity shallot’s skin 

peeler machine was fabricated by using mild steel sheet. 

Meanwhile, four rubber stoppers were assembled to replace 

wheels to the body of the prototype that available in the market. 

 

3.2.2 Cutting Process 

The mild steel sheet with thickness of 0.2mm was cut into 

the required dimensions using the cutting tools. The required 

dimensions were referring to the intended scale of the product 

where scale 1:10 has been applied. Figure 7 illustrated the 

cutting process. 

 

 
 

Fig. 7 – Cutting process 
 

3.2.3 Joining Process 

The piece of mild steel with intended dimensions for 

specific purposes were assembled to the complete prototype by 

joining them by using welding as shows in Figure 8 and screw. 
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Fig. 8 – Welding process 
 

3.2.4 Drilling Process 

In order to make holes, drilling process was used as 

represents in Figure 9. The dimension of the hole was referred 

to the diameter of the rubber finger. 

 

3.2.5 Painting Process 

In the final step of making the prototype for product 

concept test, the assembled prototype was painted based 

intended color of the future using water color sprays. The colors 

were used included red color for the drum door and black color 

for the whole of drum. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 9 – Drilling process 
 

3.2 Prototyping (Assemble) Process Time 

In term of establishing the prototype, manufacturing 

processes which has involved in this project can be divided into 

two major parts; fabrication process and assembly process. The 

prototype fabricating process takes around 2 weeks to 

complete. Effective time management is highly demand in this 

stages by make sure that prototype of the project can be done 

in time. At this stages, all the materials are combined together 

to form the prototype of the shallot’s skin peeler machine.  

 

3.2.1 Fabrication Process 
Fabrication process was conducted by building three 

main parts of the prototype; Main body, disc and drum. 

Processes involved in fabrication process consist of cutting 

process, drilling process, grinding process, surface finishing 

process, welding process and painting process. 

 

3.2.2 Assembly Process 
Assembly process takes place as the last stage of the 

manufacturing process by combining all manufactured part 

together as one final product. Manufactured parts of the project 

such as drum and disc were attached together. Next, installation 

of additional equipment such as rubber finger, door for the 

shallots out from the drum and industrial fan motor were 

preceded by producing the complete shallot’s skin peeler 

machine. Table 5 shows the process duration. 

Table 5 – Process duration 

Process Duration (Hour) 

Measurement, cutting, drilling 

and grinding process 

10 

Welding process 8 

Surface finishing process 4 

Painting process 4 

Main part assemble process 4 

Final assemble process 2 

 

3.3 Final Prototype 

Besides that, there is great uncertainty as to whether a 

new will actually do what is desired. New design often has 

unexpected problems. A prototype is often used as part of the 

product design process to allow engineers and designers the 

ability to explore design alternatives, test theories and confirm 

performance prior to starting production of a new product. 

Figure 10 shows the product prototype of our project. 

 

 
 

Fig. 10 – Prototype of Shallots Skin Peeler Machine 
 

4. Conclusion 

Conceptual design plays important role in fabrication of 

shallot’s skin peeler because overall performance of the design 

is depending on it. In order to assure the design part, follow the 

standard qualification, the chosen of material is required. For 

further development, the study of product material is 

considered due to improves life time and overall performance 

of shallot’s skin peeler machine. 
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The production rate for shallot skin peeler is increase 

within short period of time, thus the objective of the project is 

successfully achieved. The purpose of the product invention is 

to helps small food industry to increase their productivity by 

introducing the machine well function to peel the shallot. 

In a nutshell, as mention in previous, the objective of the 

project is achieved. The shallot is able to peel off within less 

than five minutes about one kilogram of shallot weight. Hence 

the objective stated is compulsory fulfilling as productivity of 

shallot is increase with short period of time. Besides, high 

degree of team work for each of group member play significant 

role in order to accomplish the task given. According to this 

project plenty of knowledge regarding to engineering design 

discovered by understanding the whole design process from the 

conceptual design into real manufactured product. 
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